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 Required Reading

 THE ELUSIVE QUEST FOR GROWTH:
 ECONOMISTS' ADVENTURES AND
 MISADVENTURES IN THE TROPICS

 William Easterly
 (Cambridge: MIT Press, July 2001),
 356 pages

 An entertaining economist's tale on
 the failure of global poverty reduction,
 Easterly's book begins with a simple
 argument: people respond to incentives.
 A former World Bank official, Easterly
 skillfully challenges common presump
 tions about growth: that foreign aid
 increases investment, that high invest
 ment leads to higher growth and that
 population control, education and debt
 relief stimulate growth. By drawing on a
 wide range of cross-country statistical
 research and empirical evidence, Easterly
 argues that each of these approaches to
 development has been unsuccessful
 because they fail to account for the
 human element—broad and deep devel
 opment happens when the poor have
 good opportunities and incentives.

 More specifically, Easterly argues
 that indiscriminant lending on the part
 of the World Bank and the International

 Monetary Fund creates poor incentives
 for making the reforms necessary for
 growth. By providing nations with easy
 access to unearned income, these inter
 national financial institutions paradoxi
 cally reward bad policies. Instead, aid
 should be tied to past country perform
 ance, not promises.

 Easterly prescribes a sweeping set of
 solutions: (1) aid agencies need to create
 internal incentives that encourage them
 to provide aid to countries with good
 policies; (2) governments should provide
 incentives to promote technological
 adaptation; and (3) the poor should be
 given incentives through government
 welfare programs. Highly readable and
 compelling, this work offers a cautionary
 and rewarding account of the failed poli
 cies of previous experiments in economic
 growth and the need for a more human
 istic aDDroach to develonment.

 Paulo Cunha

 GLOBALIZATION AND ITS DISCONTENTS

 Joseph Stiglitz
 (New York: W.W. Norton, 2002), 304
 pages

 _1 „ U „ 1 „ „

 An insider s account or global eco
 nomic policy-making, Stiglitz provides a
 rare glimpse behind the closed doors of
 the world's leading development institu
 tions. Stiglitz is a scathing critic of the
 "cookie-cutter" economic policies of the
 World Bank, the International Monetary
 Fund and the World Trade Organization,
 but the Nobel-Prize-winning economist
 holds a particular disdain for the IMF, the
 book's lead villain. Stiglitz argues that the
 Fund's failed policies in the developing
 world stem from ideological narrow
 mindedness, namely its commitment to
 free markets and antipathy to govern
 ment intervention in the economy. He
 writes of his time as chief economist at

 the World Bank that, "decisions were
 made on the basis of what seemed to be a

 curious blend of ideology and bad eco
 nomics, dogma that sometimes seemed to
 be thinly veiled special interests."

 Stiglitz argues that developing coun
 tries that open themselves to increased
 trade, privatization and deregulation of
 financial markets experience more eco
 nomic and social disruption than growth.
 His moral outrage is evident as he rails
 against the political and social insensitiv
 ity of the IMF's policy prescriptions.
 Demanding austerity while calling for lib
 eralization, the IMF, he argues, ignores
 basic social needs. Instead, the institu
 tion often acts in the interest of creditors,
 Wall Street bankers and rich countries in

 general, neglecting the poor of the world.
 In response, Stiglitz calls for greater

 transparency and better governance of
 international financial institutions, as

 well as proper economic "sequencing."
 Despite his populist tendencies, Stiglitz
 presents an insightful and unsettling
 account of the inner workings of global
 financial institutions, ultimately reaffirm
 ing that there is no simple formula on
 how to make globalization work.

 Paulo Curtha
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